
 

Week 4: Sunday,22 January to Saturday, 28 January, 2017  

Program Guide  
Week 4                                                     

        
        
        
        

Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Live Premier League: Liverpool V Swansea - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live 

coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Liverpool take on Swansea at Anfield 
Stadium, Liverpool.  (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Replay** 
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Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS) 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
3:00 pm Live Nbl Cairns Taipans V Illawarra Hawks - Live coverage of Round 16 of the NBL as 

Cairns Taipans take on Illawarra Hawks at Cairns Convention Centre. (Sport) (Basketball) 
**Live** 

 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   

 

 
 

Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
2:30 pm Live Nbl Cairns Taipans V Illawarra Hawks - Live coverage of Round 16 of the NBL as 

Cairns Taipans take on Illawarra Hawks at Cairns Convention Centre. (Sport) (Basketball) 
**Live** 

 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   
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Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
QUEENSLAND 

 
12:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
2:00 pm Live Nbl Cairns Taipans V Illawarra Hawks - Live coverage of Round 16 of the NBL as 

Cairns Taipans take on Illawarra Hawks at Cairns Convention Centre. (Sport) (Basketball) 
**Live** 

 
4:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles. 
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   

 
 

 
 

Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   

 
1:30 pm Live Nbl Cairns Taipans V Illawarra Hawks - Live coverage of Round 16 of the NBL as 

Cairns Taipans take on Illawarra Hawks at Cairns Convention Centre. (Sport) (Basketball) 
**Live** 

 
3:30 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
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Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
12:00 pm Live Nbl Cairns Taipans V Illawarra Hawks - Live coverage of Round 16 of the NBL as 

Cairns Taipans take on Illawarra Hawks at Cairns Convention Centre. (Sport) (Basketball) 
**Live** 

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
4:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
4:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles. 
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   
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Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
5:35 pm Wwii Air Crash Detectives - The Duke of Kent Crash - A Short Sunderland Flying Boat 

slams into Eagle Rock, a remote hillside in the far north of Scotland, killing fourteen 
people on board. Miraculously, there is one survivor. But among the dead is His Royal 
Highness Prince George the Duke of Kent, the brother of King George VI. This episode 
attempt to get to the truth behind the infamous Eagle Rock crash which claimed the life of 
the ‘Forgotten’ Prince – the Royal brother with the unfortunate lifestyle and inconvenient 
politics. From the crash site, we explore the known facts and explain why the plane came 
down – and sift through the fascinating theories that surround one of the most intriguing 
episodes of the Second World War. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm The Great Pyramid - The Great Pyramid - The Great Pyramid at Giza is the only one of 

the Seven Wonders of the World that still stands. Though archaeologists have been 
poring over this site for more than 200 years, we still do not really know how the ancient 
Egyptians built the Great Pyramid. Now two new developments promise to change that. 
Archaeologist Mark Lehner, the world’s leading authority on the pyramids, takes this new 
information and forms a radical new picture of how Giza looked two and a half thousand 
years ago. He will reveal that the pyramid site, though more than a hundred miles from the 
nearest ocean, became, thanks to the Nile,  the major international port of its day. He will 
also reveal the extraordinary footprint of the building: construction impacted far beyond 
Egypt’s borders. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Archaeology) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm Egyptian Vice - The Ancient Egyptian elite were more than just rich with history. In this 

two-part series narrated by Alexander Siddig, with exploits that could've been ripped from 
the pages of modern magazines, experts will recount tales of excess wealth and discuss 
the scandalous vices of the era. (Part 1 of 2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. 
tba) CC **New Series Premiere** 

 
9:20 pm Terror In Europe -  As Europe reels from an onslaught of terrorist events, top counter-

terror officials describe their struggle to contain the unprecedented threat revealed by 
recent attacks in France and Belgium. (From the US) (Documentary) (Class. Tba) CC 
**Premiere** 

 
10:25 pm End Of The Solar System - The fate of the solar system is written in the stars. 

Astronomers are searching the skies for spectacular cosmic events that mirror our own 
distant future. As a result they can predict how the Sun and its planets will end in 
remarkable detail. It’s an apocalyptic vision where galaxies collide, planets melt and life is 
wiped out. In this documentary, modern day prophets recreate the hellish conditions our 
world may face in its last moments. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Premiere** 

 
11:25 pm Operation Grand Canyon With Dan Snow - In the ultimate test, Dan Snow and a team 

of modern adventurers take on the massive historical challenge of reliving the first ever 
exploration of the mighty Colorado River through the Grand Canyon. No one had ever 
attempted to brave the Grand Canyon and its many dangerous rapids until a band of Wild 
West pioneers took it on in 1869. Now, a new group of nine men attempt to navigate all 
450 kilometres of the Grand Canyon in the manner of the original expedition, in antique-
style wooden rowing boats more fit for a museum than this wild white water. The first 
episode takes the explorers through the beautiful, arid and dangerous wilds of north 
Arizona. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 2) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Sunday January 22nd, 2017 
 
12:35 am Inside The Chinese Closet - The father of a successful Chinese architect named Andy is 

worried. Andy, who lives in Shanghai, has come out of the closet and his father's 
overcome with shame. Cherry's mother is struggling with a similar issue because her 
daughter's attracted to women. The parents of both Cherry and Andy start looking for a 
way of covering up, and conclude that their suffering would be eased by a marriage of 
convenience, followed by children. This documentary follows Andy and Cherry in their 
frantic efforts to find 'acceptable' partners. Their stories shed light on a nation in transition. 
China's modernising rapidly, but older generations are still clinging to old-fashioned 
values. (From China, in Mandarin) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC  

 
1:40 am Castaway On The Moon - After failing to commit suicide by jumping from a bridge, Mr 

Kim is stranded on an isolated island in a Seoul river. Beginning a new back-to-nature life 
on the island, his exploits attract the curiosity of lonely recluse, and a love affair begins via 
a message in a bottle. Winner of the Audience Award at the 2010 Oslo Films from the 
South Festival. Directed by Lee Hae-jun and stars Hong Min-heui, Jang So-yeon and 
Jeong Jae-yeong. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M(A,L)   

 
3:50 am The Network - In 2002, Kabul was emerging from five years of Taliban terror. It was a city 

in ruins cast back in time hundreds of years. This documentary follows the inspiring story 
of the Mohseni family, as they return to Afghanistan to help rebuild their country. Knowing 
nothing about the media, they were passionate about giving the Afghan people a voice 
that had been taken away from them for so long. But as the country faces the impending 
withdrawal of foreign troops, and with security rapidly deteriorating, the team behind 
TOLO TV are set to face their biggest challenge yet. (From Australia and Afghanistan, in 
English and Dari) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(V) CC   

 
4:55 am Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and 

writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary 
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) G CC    
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Monday January 23rd, 2017 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Andre Rieu: Magic Of The Movies - In his latest special, popular violinist Andre Rieu 

performs some of the best-loved movie soundtracks with his distinct twist, including songs 
from Titanic, The Godfather, Romeo and Juliet, The Sound of Music, Doctor Zhivago and 
more. (From the Netherlands, in English) (Arts) (Rpt) G  CC 

 
3:00 pm Hidden Killers Of The Edwardian Home - In a follow-up to Hidden Killers Of The 

Victorian Age, Dr Suzannah Lipscomb reveals the killers that lurked in every room of the 
Edwardian home and shows how they were unmasked. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:00 pm Dogs: Their Secret Lives - Increasingly man’s best friend is spending more time home 

alone, but what goes on when you’re not there? Through hidden cameras and a 
groundbreaking new study from the world’s leading dog scientists, we reveal what our 
dogs get up to while we’re out. Mark Evans, former chief vet at the RSPCA, investigates 
what it all means for the 21st-century dog owner. The series addresses modern-day 
issues facing today’s dogs, including obesity, aggression and mental health. (Ep.1) (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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Monday January 23rd, 2017 
 
4:55 pm Living Black - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs program. Hosted by Karla 

Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) (Rpt) CC   
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Greek - Maeve O'Meara joins her friend chef Peter Conistis in a Greek 

emporium to find out which olive oil is best to use, how to pick a good fetta cheese, and 
which herbs and spices to make use of. Next up, she enjoys a yeeros break and then 
sees how filo was made traditionally as well as finding out how a busy young mum makes 
a fast delicious spanakopita (spinach pie). (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Michael Mosley: Trust Me, I'm A Doctor - Michael Mosley reveals a new discovery that 

could help us all improve our eyesight and Dr Chris van Tulleken carries out an 
experiment with the University of Worcester to find out whether the fad for going gluten 
free can be good for us. Surgeon Gabriel Weston witnesses a breakthrough that could 
cure rheumatoid arthritis and other autoimmune diseases and Dr Saleyha Ahsan 
investigates the signs and symptoms of depression. (Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) PG(A) CC **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm Simon Reeve's Caribbean - Nicaragua, Honduras, Jamaica - Simon begins the final 

leg of his journey in Nicaragua, which will soon be split in two by the world's biggest 
construction project: a new transoceanic waterway set to rival the Panama Canal. Simon 
meets the people who face losing their ancestral homes and the city-dwellers who believe 
the canal will bring long-hoped-for prosperity and wealth to the country. In Honduras, 
Simon dives the crystal waters of the world's second-largest barrier reef. Back on shore, 
Simon discovers Hondurans living in the grip of some of the most violent criminal gangs in 
the world. Simon's journey ends in the stunning Jamaica, where he discovers a country 
confronting its violent reputation head-on with a police force cracking down on corruption. 
(Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
9:35 pm Undressed - Undressed is a hands-on social experiment which sees two complete 

strangers meeting for the very first time, and undressing each other. With just 30 minutes 
to get to know each other, there's no time to lose. Inspired by research suggesting you 
can accelerate the process of attraction by encouraging physical and emotional contact, 
Undressed puts the theory to the test. With participants from a mix of different cultural 
backgrounds and sexualities, Undressed challenges preconceptions about race and 
sexuality. (S.1 Eps. 3 & 4) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC 
**New Double Episodes** 

 
10:40 pm SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and 

international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
11:10 pm The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best 

action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) 
(Football/Soccer) CC   
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Monday January 23rd, 2017 
 
11:40 pm Spiral - Gilou is taken into custody. The identity of Lucie Jaulin's biological father is finally 

established. Egged on by Edelman, Josephine defends Tarek Ziani and engages in a 
power struggle with Roban. The police go ahead with their plan to catch Zacharie Gabbai, 
but the operation is a risky one, especially now that Gilou is out of action.  (S.5 Ep.9) 
(From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Crime) MA(V)  

 
12:40 am Spiral - The investigation picks up when police find a fingerprint amongst Gabbai's 

belongings which links to the crime scene of the double murder. Gilou is charged with 
conspiracy and, in an effort to get him off the hook, Laure goes out of her way to request 
help from the most unlikely of quarters. (S.5 Ep.10) (From France, in French) (Drama 
Series) (Crime) M(S,V,L)  

 
1:40 am Mad Men: The Final Season - Time Zones - In this first episode of the final season, Don 

makes a new friend. Joan meets a client for drinks. Peggy hears impressive new work. 
Roger has a puzzling phone call. (S.7 Ep.1) (From the US) (Rpt) M(S) CC   

 
2:35 am Mad Men: The Final Season - A Day's Work - Peggy receives a bouquet of flowers at 

the office. Pete navigates the politics of new business. Joan is put in an impossibly 
awkward situation. (S.7 Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,L) CC   

 
3:30 am Mad Men: The Final Season - Field Trip - Don takes an impromptu trip. Betty has lunch 

with a friend. Harry lobbies for a cause. The partners consider a questionable asset. (S.7 
Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: Maeve stops at a Greek 
taverna at the edge of the desert for bouzouki and souvlaki among the opal mines; and 
Joanna joins a group of lotus eaters (literally) in far north NSW. (An SBS Production) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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Tuesday January 24th, 2017 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for 

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Notre Dame De Paris - Less than two years after choreographer Roland Petit’s death, La 

Scala’s staging of the 1965 ballet, “Notre Dame de Paris”, gives the opportunity to re-
examine what is considered one of his masterpieces. This Notre-Dame moves on from 
19th-century ballet versions of Victor Hugo’s novel to tell a streamlined, rather less 
sentimental story. The score by Maurice Jarre is relentlessly dark and Yves Saint 
Laurent’s costumes range from simple, colourful tunics to Quasimodo’s grey cloak. Italian 
star Roberto Bolle is Quasimodo opposite Natalia Osipova, the former Bolshoi star’s 
Esmeralda, who performs gravity-defying leaps for which she is famous. (From Italy) 
(Arts/Ballet) (Rpt) G   

 
3:35 pm How To Clone A Woolly Mammoth - The Siberian discovery of the best-preserved 

woolly mammoth on record has teams of experts working around the globe, and around 
the clock, on some of the most ambitious projects in science. In Russia, palaeontologists 
are conducting a historic autopsy on the 40,000-year-old beast to find out how it lived, and 
how it died. Meanwhile, labs in South Korea and at Harvard University are using the latest 
advances in DNA manipulation in hopes of cloning the furry giant and introducing it to the 
modern world. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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Tuesday January 24th, 2017 
 
4:35 pm Music For Elephants - An incredible and moving documentary about a British concert-

pianist playing music to blind, injured and orphaned elephants with extraordinary results. 
At a sanctuary on the shores of the River Kwai in Thailand, Paul Barton from Yorkshire 
plays the works of the world's great composers to endangered Asian elephants and 
reveals their secret love of music. As these magnificent and much-loved mammals, 
trumpet, curl their trunks, dance or accompany him on the piano, we learn that even a 
killer bull-elephant likes to unwind with a bit of Beethoven. (From Thailand, in English) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Chinese - In this episode, Maeve O’Meara explores the world of Chinese 

food, one of the most ancient and developed cuisines on earth. Maeve learns from 
Shanghai expatriate chef Chris Yan who makes a simple melting eggplant and chilli dish, 
as well as Frank Shek, a Scottish-Chinese chef who is winning accolades for his incredibly 
simple but utterly delicious steamed snapper with black beans, chilli and lemon. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Riding Britain's Railways - War Revolution - This final episode focuses on the railways 

on the frontline - moving troops to the front, rescuing them when they retreated, 
evacuating civilians, suffering nightly bombardment during the Blitz and playing a vital role 
in the build-up to D-Day. Dan explores the work and heroism of the railway men and 
women and the vital technology and engineering that kept the railways running during this 
turbulent historical period. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. Tba) 
CC **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm My Brain Made Me Do It - This enlightening documentary explores the biology of the 

brain and why some people can't stop themselves from committing harmful or criminal 
acts. Neuroscientists are generating ground-breaking research that sheds light on why 
some people can't control their criminal behaviour. Featuring lead scientist David 
Eagleman, 'My Brain Made Me Do It' challenges the most fundamental beliefs about 
crime, punishment and free will. (From Canada) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **Premiere** 

 
9:30 pm One Born Every Minute - Sense Of Belonging - Tonight an Iranian couple who recently 

moved to Liverpool are lost in translation during labour, a football mad dad channels his 
supporting on the terraces techniques to overcome his own squeamishness, and a 
devoted husband who never leaves his wife's side is in danger of missing the birth. (S.6 
Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A) CC 

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and 

international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production)   
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Tuesday January 24th, 2017 
 
11:00 pm Spring Tide - Stilton finds his friend Vera severely beaten and is devastated. He decides 

to pull himself together and try to find the perpetrators himself to get his revenge. Olivia 
has received information about a former escort, Jackie Berglund, in connection with the 
Beach Case. She decides to investigate her further. She contacts a journalist who 
interviewed Jackie a few years ago, Eva Carlsen, for advice on how to approach her. (S.1 
Ep.3) (From Sweden, in Swedish)  (Drama Series) (Crime) MA(L) 

 
11:50 pm Spring Tide - Olivia continues to look for information about Jackie Berglund, but goes a 

little too far when she visits Jackie's store 'Odd & Right'. Jackie's heard that a young 
woman has been digging around her past and she realises it's Olivia. Olivia's mother tries 
to tell Olivia to take it easy with her investigation into the Beach Case. (S.1 Ep.4) (From 
Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Crime) M(S,A,V,L)  

 
 MOVIE: 
12:40 am Agent Hamilton - Masked soldiers attack a vehicle loaded with high-tech missiles in an 

attempted smuggling operation in Uzbekistan. Meanwhile, a Swedish engineer is 
kidnapped in Ethiopia. Hamilton is ordered to investigate the kidnapping and soon 
discovers an international arms conspiracy at top government levels, as well as plans for a 
terrorist attack on Swedish soil. His loyalties are tested, but the interest of the nation must 
come first. (From Sweden, in English & Swedish) (Movie) (Action) (2012) (Rpt) MA(V) CC   

 
2:40 am 24 Hours In Emergency - Love Hurts - The award-winning series, filmed round the clock 

at King’s College Hospital in south London, continues with a touching episode dedicated 
to love. As the patients are treated, their stories reveal how love can offer support and 
consolation whatever the challenges life throws up. Concerned young parents Nicole and 
Stefian arrive in Resus by ambulance with their 19-month-old baby daughter Xah'Nae. 
She’s been vomiting, has a high fever and has become floppy and unresponsive. (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
3:30 am 24 Hours In Police Custody - Mothers Pride - It’s Mother’s Day and a young man 

accused of a vicious assault has just been released from police custody after he gave his 
mother as an alibi. When she arrives at the police station she fails to support his story. 
Detectives now have to find the suspect they let go, and so issue a warrant for his arrest. 
But he is nowhere to be found.  (S.1 Ep.17) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(L) 

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Joanna visits the Hmong 
community of Innisfail in far north Queensland; and Maeve sits down to Sunday lunch Sri 
Lankan-style with Perth crooner Malcolm de Kauwe. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC     
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for 

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
1:55 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Lesley Sharp - Actress Lesley Sharp was adopted when 

she was only five weeks old. More than 20 years ago, Lesley traced her birth mother and 
discovered that she was the result of her mother's affair with a married man. Now, 
knowing that her biological father has passed away, Lesley is ready to find out more about 
him. She traces her half-siblings and follows her paternal line back to discover that her 
great-great- grandfather fostered poor children. Lesley tracks down one of them, George 
Maybury, in Canada to meet George's grandson and find out what kind of home her great-
great-grandfather provided. (S.10,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC    
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3:00 pm James Cameron's Deep Sea Challenge - There are places on Earth with no human 

history or memories, as remote from us as a distant planet. The deep-sea trenches are 
such a place. The deepest points on the planet, shrouded in eternal darkness, are home 
to an ocean’s worth of scientific mysteries waiting to be solved. Now, after years of 
painstaking work, a team of visionary engineers led by filmmaker James Cameron 
(“Avatar,” “Titanic”) has built a submersible that for the first time allows humans to visit the 
deepest part of this hidden world. It’s an astounding feat of technical wizardry, comparable 
in difficulty to landing a man on the moon. Deep Sea Challenge recounts the personal 
journey of Cameron and members of his engineering and science team as they prepare to 
make history, fulfilling lifelong dreams in the process. (From the US) (Documentary Film) 
(2013) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:35 pm Ray Mears' Close Encounters - Tasmanian Devils - Renowned survival expert Ray 

Mears visits two of the most iconic and contrasting landscapes of Australia - the swamps 
of the Northern Territories and wild mountain ranges of Tasmania - on the trail of two of 
the continent's most notorious creatures. By studying the Saltwater Crocodile and 
Tasmanian Devil, Ray hopes to gain a privileged insight into their unique habitats and a 
better understanding of how they gained their fearsome reputations. With the help of local 
experts, Ray also learns how survival in the wilderness today - for top predators and 
humans alike - is far from easy. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) 
PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Italian - In this episode, Maeve takes us into the world of the people who 

taught us how to drink coffee and appreciate good olive oil; those who showed us the 
simple deliciousness of pizza and pasta, scaloppine and saltimbocca: the fabulous 
Italians. Learn how to choose the top ten ingredients to begin an Italian pantry as Maeve 
joins her old friend, hospitality consultant Sam Cosentino. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Chinese New Year: Biggest Celebration - Chinese New Year is one of the biggest 

events on the planet, and every year a sixth of the world's population travels home to 
celebrate with their families. Based in the heart of Beijing, Kate Humble, Jing Lusi and Ant 
Anstead offer a front-seat view of one of the most spectacular events on earth. In this 
episode, the trio follow the weeks leading up to New Year at the Harbin Ice and Snow 
Festival, an extraordinary sub-zero celebration in China's far north east. (Part 1 of 3) 
(From the UK, in English & Mandarin) (Class. Tba) CC **Lunar New Year: New Series 
Premiere** 
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8:30 pm Shaun Micallef Stairway To Heaven - Faith Healing - In Brazil, Shaun immerses himself 

in Spiritism, a blending of Christianity with supernatural miracles, mediums and 
communicating with the entities of the afterlife. Deep in the back blocks of Brazil, Shaun 
checks into the Casa de Domenacio, a spiritual hospital where the controversial full trance 
medium, John of God, performs 'miracles' through various confronting spiritual and 
physical surgeries. People arrive there in thousands, including Shaun to be cured and 
enlightened. Shaun struggles through a mysterious spiritual healing process with 
surprising results. (Part 2 of 3) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) PG(A) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
9:35 pm Vikings - In The Uncertain Hour Before The Morning - Lagertha attempts to fulfil a 

long-held ambition. Ragnar negotiates an unexpected concession from King Ecbert. (S.4b 
Ep.14) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Class. tba) CC **New Episode** 

 
10:30 pm Trapped - Andri and Hinrika obtain a confession to the murder of Geirmundur Jonsson. 

The connection between Geirmundur and his killer was not widely known in town, and 
soon we’ll know why. (S.1 Ep.10) (From Iceland, in Icelandic & English) (Drama Series) 
MA(V) CC 

 
11:30 pm SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and 

international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:45 pm 8 Assassins - A young thief is pursued by bloodthirsty thugs from the alleys of Marrakech 

to the harsh Moroccan wilderness. Seeking shelter in a remote city, he finds no refuge; 
only a beautiful woman, a tyrannical warlord, and eight assassins. (From Morocco, in 
French) (Movie) (2015) (Class. Tba) CC 

 
 MOVIE: 
1:40 am Heart Of A Lion - Neo-Nazi Teppo is looking to start a new life after prison. After falling 

for a waitress who has a mixed-race son, Teppo is sent into a tailspin, fighting his 
conflicting feelings as his prejudices are challenged. (From finland, in Finnish & English) 
(Movie) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) MA(A,V,S,L) CC   

 
3:25 am One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - This documentary series revisits 

some of One Born Every Minute's most memorable mums and dads as they face the 
highs and the lows of parenthood to build a family and a future. (S.2,Ep.5) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)  CC 

 
4:20 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Maeve learns some of the 
secrets of our best cheddar from Tasmania, while Joanna gets to taste several varieties of 
pomegranates at a farm in Robinvale, Victoria. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:55 am Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far 

from Matthew Evans's brand new series, which sees him, Nick Haddow and Ross 
O'Meara take to the sea to discover Australia's fascinating history and amazing bounty 
while having the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am Sunrise Ceremony 2017 - Brought to you from North Head in Sydney, Ernie Dingo takes 

us on an emotional journey that expresses Australia’s First Peoples' resilience and our 
connection to Country and one another. (An NITV Production)  

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for 

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
1:55 pm Obama: Eight Years Of Power - Don’t Screw It Up - Barack Obama set out to end 

George Bush's wars in the Middle East and reset relations with the rest of the world. In 
Syria, when shocking evidence shows the use of chemical weapons, Obama decides to 
bomb. This episode also explores how Obama scored a big win when he negotiated a 
secret deal to end the nuclear threat from Iran, behind the backs of his closest allies. 
Secretary of State John Kerry tells how he worked through the night (with President 
Obama on the phone) to secure the outlines of the deal. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG(A) CC 

 
3:00 pm Living Black - Living Black presents a special report on Murri boy, Quaden Bayles, who 

suffers from a condition that affects 1 in every 25,000 people - Achondroplasia, a type of 
dwarfism. When Quaden was three days old, his mother Yarraka and the family were 
packing up their hospital room to go home. Doctors told her about his condition but she 
refused to believe it. It took years before she came to terms with the news. Now, at four 
year’s old, Quaden is only 65cm. During a routine check-up in early April, an MRI scan 
revealed his case had deteriorated and doctors decided to keep him in hospital. With rare 
access, Living Black travelled to Queensland to speak to his family and doctor’s as they 
prepared for Quaden’s emergency surgery. (An NITV/SBS Production) (Rpt) CC   
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3:30 pm Nobel Peace Prize Concert 2016 - The Nobel Peace Prize 2016 has been awarded to 

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos for his resolute efforts to bring the country's 
more than 50-year-long civil war to an end; a war that has cost the lives of at least 
220,000 Colombians and displaced close to six million people. Host: Conan O´Brien. 
Artists: Sting, Juanes, Halsey, Icona Pop, Highasakite, Marcus & Martinus. (From Norway, 
in English) (Arts) (Class. Tba) 

 
4:30 pm Nazis In The Cia - Florian Hartung and Dirk Pohlmann have reconstructed a previously 

unknown dimension of the collaboration between Nazis and the CIA in the Cold War. 
Drawing upon recently released documents, the film exposes for the first time a perfidious, 
worldwide net that reaches deep into the power structures of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. Lending their authority to the fact-finders’ mission are high-ranking statesmen, 
journalists and historians. (From Germany) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(V) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Thai - This week's program enters the fresh, clean world of Thai food. 

While many ingredients are available in supermarkets, Maeve visits Thainatown in Sydney 
with her chef friend Sujet Saengkham to learn about fish sauce and noodles, seasoning 
sauce and dried prawns. Also, shop owner Ari Walpole gives a rundown of the many types 
of eggplant, chillies and herbs needed for simple dishes. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Great British Railway Journeys - Deptford To West Silvertown - Michael Portillo is 

invited aboard the construction locomotive for Crossrail to travel under the Thames and to 
meet ‘Mary’, on whom the project depends.  He travels on the capital’s first railway, and 
admires the remarkable brick viaduct on which it was built. He takes a tour underneath its 
arches with a Victorian map showing the poverty of those who once lived there. The 
Docklands Light Railway takes him to Greenwich, home to Britain’s most famous tea 
clipper. And in Woolwich, he discovers the firepower of the British Empire before coming 
to a sticky end at West Silverton. (S.6 Ep.7) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC 
**New Episode** 

 
8:05 pm Destination Flavour Singapore - Adam starts at the National Gallery of Singapore, 

where he visits Peranakan food legend Violet Oon's acclaimed restaurant, National 
Kitchen, which tells the story of Singapore through its distinctive menu. Next Adam heads 
to the Chinatown area, to catch up with an Aussie named Dave Pynt whose restaurant 
Burnt Ends is ranked 14 on the list of Asia's top restaurants, offering many dishes cooked 
either over hot coals or in the 700-degree wood fired oven that he built from the ground 
up. Adam returns to the kitchen where he combines everything he's learned about meat in 
Singapore into one decadent dish he's called XO-Ox. (S.1 Ep.3) (An SBS Production) 
(Food Series) G CC **New Episode** 

 
8:35 pm Royal Gardens On A Plate - Autumn - It’s autumn at Kew and the vegetable garden is 

set to produce a bumper harvest.  Raymond Blanc and Kate Humble grow some autumnal 
favourites and cook them up in the Kew kitchen. Kate finds out why the tomato was once 
considered to be a deadly poison, while Raymond makes the definitive tomato and onion 
salad.  (Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode** 
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9:35 pm Midnight Sun - Anders receives information about another murder and is becoming 

increasingly concerned about Kahina's whereabouts. Waiting outside the police station is 
a young Frenchman who claims that he's Kahina's son. Anders and Kahina find 
unexpected and unpleasant links between the murder victims and some of the residents of 
Kiruna. Kahnia's boss in Paris orders her to report her findings directly to the mysterious 
Frenchman. This is no longer an ordinary murder investigation, and Kahina begins to fear 
for her son's life. (S.1 Eps. 5 & 6) (From France & Sweden, in English, Swedish & French) 
(Drama Series) (Class. Tba) **New Double Episodes** 

 
11:40 pm SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and 

international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
12:05 am Magnifica 70 - Isabel finds out Flint’s telephone number and calls him, arranging to meet 

at the Imperador Bar (Emperor’s Bar). There they come across Vicente and Dora. 
Meanwhile, Larsen tells Manolo what his hatchet man has found out about Vincent, 
including his affair with Dora. Manolo confronts his wife and the couple end up in bed. He 
also tells the truth about Vincent. Later, when they are together Dora tells Vincent she has 
had sex with her husband, suggesting he do the same with Isabel. (S.1 Ep.8) (From 
Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) M(S,V,L) 

 
 MOVIE: 
1:05 am We Have A Pope - The newly elected Pope suffers a panic attack just as he is about to 

appear on St Peter’s balcony to greet the faithful who have gathered to see him. His 
advisors, unable to convince him he is the right man for the job, call on a renowned 
therapist who also happens to be an atheist. But his fear of the newfound responsibility 
suddenly thrust upon him is one he must face alone. This heart-warming story in the vein 
of The King’s Speech is directed by Palme d’Or winner Nanni Moretti. (From Italy, in 
Italian) (Film) (Drama) (Rpt) M(L)   

 
3:00 am 14 Diaries Of The Great War - Into The Abyss - This moving series retells the story of 

the greatest war mankind had ever seen in a unique way. It allows viewers to experience 
World War I solely through the eyes of those who experienced it. Based on this concept, 
an international team of authors and researchers, as well as broadcasters from all over 
the world have chosen the 14 most vivid and emotional stories left behind through 
personal diaries, letters, postcards and telegrams, from those who lived it. (Part 1 of 4) 
(From Germany, in English & German) (Documentary) (History) (Rpt) PG(V) CC   

 
4:00 am Coasts Of Ireland - Belfast And The North - With over 1500 kilometres of impressive 

cliffs, stunning natural beauty, and traditional lifestyles, Ireland is truly the Emerald Isle. 
From the traditional pubs in Dublin to the friendly dolphin of Dingle Harbour, from the 
sturdy Connemara horses and tiny Rathlin Island to the Titanic's sister ship in Belfast, this 
series takes a very personal look at the country and people of Ireland. (Final) (From 
Germany & Ireland, in German) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:55 am Destination Flavour Scandinavia Bitesize - Join Adam Liaw as he revisits the highlights 

from his Scandinavian food adventures. (From Australia) (Food) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for 

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm In The Frame - Street Warriors - This half hour program hosted by Rhoda Roberts will 

take our audience on a journey and explore the lives of our heroes and personalities as 
they talk openly and candidly about their photos. (S.1 Ep.3) (From Australia) (Rpt) G CC 

 
2:30 pm In The Frame - Casey Donovan - This half hour program hosted by Rhoda Roberts will 

take our audience on a journey and explore the lives of our heroes and personalities as 
they talk openly and candidly about their photos. (S.1 Ep.4) (From Australia) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
3:00 pm The Point Year In Review 2016 - Stan Grant and the NITV team look back on 2016.  The 

Point goes beyond the mainstream news cycle to uncover Indigenous stories that matter. 
(An NITV Production) CC 

 
3:25 pm Floyd’s Fjord Fiesta - Norway II - Floyd arrives in northern Norway on a sledge drawn by 

huskies. This is the Land of the Midnight Sun, home to the Sami.  Atop a frozen lake, 
Floyd produces a selection of dishes, including waffles with salmon cakes; marinated 
fillets of char; marinated smoked salmon; and grilled char with Chinese-style sweet and 
sour vegetables.  Floyd's dinner guest is a world champion dog-sledger with a big knife. 
(S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC 
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4:00 pm Thai Street Food With David Thompson - Chinatown - Chinatown is one of the key 

epicentres of street food and this episode David explores the rich offerings that can be 
found in Chinatown's markets, as well as its architecture and history. (Australia) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm What's The Catch With Matthew Evans - Sharks - This provocative new documentary 

series, led by Matthew Evans, highlights the complex and sometimes shocking truth about 
Australia’s seafood. It also launches a campaign around seafood labelling that will enable 
all Australians to make better choices when it comes to buying and consuming seafood. 
Not everyone knows that when we order flake and chips, we are actually eating shark. 
The problem is no one knows what species it is, so we could be eating an endangered 
species on a Friday night without knowing it. Matthew decides that until we get better 
seafood labelling we should swap out flake for other more sustainable alternatives. (Part 2 
of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A,W) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Lebanese - This week Maeve O'Meara goes in search of the fresh green 

flavours of Lebanese food when she visits one of her favourite Middle Eastern emporiums 
with master chef Greg Malouf. There, she discovers how to choose the best tahini, 
yoghurt, burgul, chick peas and spice mixes for use in the Lebanese kitchen. Later, Maeve 
visits Samira Saab whose tabouli is legendary and who has some simple tips on making it 
taste amazing. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Great British Railway Journeys - Guided by his Bradshaw's, Michael Portillo takes the 

high speed line to Stratford to explore the legacy of the Olympic Park where he hears how 
an Indian lawyer went on to change the world. He explores London's theatre land and 
discovers how 19th century engineering was made for spectacular theatricals. At Charing 
Cross, Michael learns about the ambitious building program which saw Trafalgar Square 
replace streets of slums and comes face to face with George Bradshaw. (S.6 Eps. 8 & 9) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. Tba) CC **New Double Episodes** 

 
 MOVIE: 
8:40 pm X + Y - Struggling to build relationships with others, a teenage math prodigy (Asa 

Butterfield) develops a budding friendship with a younger girl (Jo Yang) while competing at 
the International Mathematics Olympiad. (From the UK) (Drama) (Movie) (2014) M(A,L) 
CC  

 
10:45 pm SBS World News Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and 

international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production)   
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MOVIE: 

11:15 pm The Skin I Live In - A brilliant plastic surgeon, haunted by past tragedies, creates a type 
of synthetic skin that withstands any kind of damage. His guinea pig: a mysterious and 
volatile woman who holds the key to his obsession. This Golden Globe nominated, BAFTA 
winning Spanish psychological thriller film was written and directed by Pedro Almodóvar, 
and stars Antonio Banderas, Elena Anaya and Marisa Paredes. (From Spain, in Spanish) 
(Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(L,V,S)   

 
1:25 am Romanzo Criminale - The money is pouring in, and Libanese allows his men to spend it. 

Terribile plots to crush the gang. Libanese wants to rid himself of his rival, but is 
persuaded by Ice to cut a deal. Scialoja reports a new, powerful and ruthless criminal 
gang who are about to unleash a brutal turf war, but there is not enough evidence for 
Deputy Public Prosecutor Borgia to take action. (S.2 Ep.4) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) 
(Rpt) MA(V,S)   

 
2:30 am Romanzo Criminale - The power now weilded by the gang becomes very clear when, 

after the kidnapping of leading politician Aldo Moro, mysterious figures conveying 
messages from that grey zone between state and anti-state turn to Libanese for help in 
finding him. The gang is divided over involvement in political matters; Ice puts distance 
between him and his gang members to concentrate on his relationship with Roberta; 
Terribile plots Libanese's downfall. (S.2 Ep.5) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) 
MA(S,V)   

 
3:30 am Romanzo Criminale - Lebano leads his associates on a brutal campaign to wipe out their 

rivals in Rome. But after forming an alliance with the Sicilian mafia, they become 
entangled in a terrorist plot to kidnap one of Italy's most senior politicians. Meanwhile, 
Scialoja grows dangerously close to Patrizia and Ice continues his romance with Roberta. 
(S.2 Ep.6) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) MA(S,V,N)   

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Joanna helps build a pit oven 
overlooking the Kakadu wetlands, and Maeve joins an extended Greek family for Greek 
Easter celebrations. (An SBS Television Production)  (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for 

the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Small Business Secrets - In this episode, we get healthy with the small businesses 

keeping Australians fit. We visit Dolly's Bootcamp, a gym dedicated for Muslim women to 
exercise comfortably, explore how personal trainer HT Tran combined fitness and golfing, 
and speak with ex-Olympian Michael Kim on life after athletics. We also toughen up with 
obstacle course training and explore how an app can monitor your health without going to 
the doctor. (S.1 Ep.14) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) CC   

 
2:30 pm ISU Figure Skating - Coverage of the ISU Grand Prix Grand Final featuring the Men and 

Dance competitions.  (Sport) (Figure Skating) CC 
 
3:30 pm Alexander's Lost World - Land of the Golden Fleece - David Adams follows ancient 

trade routes that today cross the Badlands of Afghanistan, to discover the treasured 
resources Alexander and the Greeks found in the east and took back to the west. (From 
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC    
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4:30 pm Treasures Of Ancient Egypt - New Dawn - In the final episode of the series, Alastair 

Sooke completes his search for thirty treasures that tell the epic story of Egyptian art. He 
starts at the Great Temple of Abu Simbel, where colossal statues of Rameses II proclaim 
the Pharaoh's power. But he finds that there is more to Egyptian art than size as he 
encounters the art of the Egyptian workers. Some of it is free and rebellious and has 
influenced spired modern graffiti artists. Sooke also discovers that as Egypt declined, its 
art enjoyed flourished as it took on board foreign styles and looked to its glorious past for 
inspiration. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Bon Appetit! Gerard Depardieu's Europe - Bavaria - In this episode, Gerard and 

Laurent show us Bavarian products: Simmental beef in Samerberg, sauerkraut with Georg 
Hahn, Pretzel in Bichl and pikes on the beautiful Tegernsee Lake. (S.1 Ep.8) (From 
France, in French) (Food Series) PG CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Hitler's Secrets - The Conqueror - This episode investigates Hitler's transformation from 

Fuhrer of the German people into the megalomaniac Nazi who triggers the global carnage 
of the Second World War. Experts analyse his behaviour and body language to reveal the 
clues to Hitler's secret thoughts as he launches storming invasions of Poland, France and 
Russia. Driven by the belief in his divine mission to save Germany, we explore how his 
mastery of PR spin deceives the world with a carefully crafted image of a country 
gentleman at his farmhouse in the Bavarian Alps, as he prepares to now do battle with the 
‘degenerate’ US. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC 

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm Atonement - Fledgling writer Briony Tallis, as a 13-year-old, irrevocably changes the 

course of several lives when she accuses her older sister's lover of a crime he did not 
commit. Based on the British romance novel by Ian McEwan. Stars  Keira Knightley and 
James McAvoy. (From the UK) (Movie) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) M(L,A) CC  

 
10:40 pm Undressed - Undressed is a hands-on social experiment which sees two complete 

strangers meeting for the very first time, and undressing each other. With just 30 minutes 
to get to know each other, there's no time to lose. Inspired by research suggesting you 
can accelerate the process of attraction by encouraging physical and emotional contact, 
Undressed puts the theory to the test. With participants from a mix of different cultural 
backgrounds and sexualities, Undressed challenges preconceptions about race and 
sexuality. (S.1 Eps. 3 & 4) (An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) 
CC **Encore** 

 
11:45 pm Rockwiz - Emma Russak & Johnny Mackay (& Ziggy Marley) - Rock music's most 

famous faces continue to mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the 
questions and Brian Nankervis adjudicates over the mayhem. A special guest this week is 
five-time Grammy Award-winning musician Ziggy Marley, who emerges from behind the 
red curtain to perform with the RocKwiz Orkestra. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
12:30 am Vive Cool City - Features a series of 4-5 minute original documentaries that explore the 

underbelly of human culture. They tell stories about the world that we don't usually see on 
television - the weird and wonderful truth about what people actually get up to. At times it 
is confronting, entertaining and playful - but it is always engaging. (Commissioned by 
SBS) (Entertainment) (Rpt) MA (N,D) CC 
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1:00 am UCI Cyclocross World Championships 2017 - The town of Bieles in Luxembourg hosts 

the UCI 2017 Cyclocross World Championship, 2-day event of cross country racing on 
bicycles. The best cyclo-cross riders in the world will be racing through a gruelling course 
of obstacles that require riders to hop both off, and back onto the bike as they navigate dirt 
tracks, sand, mud, hills, pits and other barriers. (Sport) (Cycling) CC 

 
 MOVIE: 
2:00 am All That Glitters - For two bored girls from the suburbs, the bright lights of Paris promise 

a glamorous movie-star lifestyle. Ely and Lila have been best friends since childhood and, 
although hailing from the wrong side of tracks, both dream of being accepted into the city's 
high society. And they're willing to do just about anything - from petty mischief to serious 
deception - in order to make that happen. Nominated for Best First Film at the 2011 César 
Awards. Directed by Géraldine Nakache and Hervé Mimran, and stars Leïla Bekhti, 
Géraldine Nakache and Virginie Ledoyen. (From France, in French) (Comedy) (2010) 
(Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
3:50 am Mad Men - In Care Of - With his personal and professional life crumbling around him, Don 

positions himself for a change of scenery. Meanwhile, Pete's life is falling apart as well, 
thanks to the meddling of Bob Benson. (S.6,Ep.13) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) 
M(S,L) CC   

 
4:45 am Free Kick - Having turned 60, Adela is living a life she never wanted. She has no children, 

a husband who walks all over her and, worst of all, nothing to look forward to. Then one 
day she has the chance to win €300,000 and leave her old life behind. (From Spain, in 
Spanish) (Short Film) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) M(L)    

 


